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Nilufar Yeasmin was 25 when Rana Plaza collapsed. She was an operator at Phantom Apparels on the fourth floor of the building.
‘Feel unlucky to have survived’
Despite the high prevalence of sexual violence in south Asia, the response of the criminal justice system in various countries has been found to be se ...
‘Vital that Governments Understand the Experiences of Rape Survivors’: Report
Young alem Altaf Hossain had told Prothom Alo last week that a situation might arise where Junaid Babunagari would leave Hefazat-e-Islam on his own accord. Although that did not happen exactly, all of ...
Hefazat-e-Islam committees dissolved under pressure
Senior counsel Fred Ngatia spoke on the relationship between him and President Uhuru Kenyatta following the perception that the two are friends.
Fred Ngatia's Relationship With Uhuru Dominates CJ Interview
Text of the exchange between Business Day columnist, Professor Steven Friedman, and SACP First Deputy General Secretary, Jeremy Cronin, in the SACP journal Umsebenzi Online, November 20 2014 Steven ...
Steven Friedman and Jeremy Cronin debate NUMSA and the SACP
These unique cellular structures are a direct result of SARS-CoV-2 infection, as the expression of the SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoprotein is sufficient to induce a rapid (~45.1 nm/s) membrane fusion to ...
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein dictates syncytium-mediated lymphocyte elimination
Despite the importance of the money factor, it is not the only thing that restricts people’s access to healthcare services. Indeed, there are several instances whereby people refrain from using ...
Our healthcare, despite being a leader, needs an overhaul
A tournament that served as the most valuable learning experience for Associate players is all but defunct | ESPN.com ...
Whatever happened to the Intercontinental Cup?
Ucp2 is widely expressed in the brain, including in microglia [ 10 ], but its functional relevance in the context of microglia-neuronal interaction is ill-defined. To interrogate this, we used ...
Ucp2-dependent microglia-neuronal coupling controls ventral hippocampal circuit function and anxiety-like behavior
After the aborted attempt to form a European Super League, Liverpool owner John Henry is attempting to regain the trust of fans with an apology video ...
Liverpool owner leads Super League sorrow as fan anger grows
The Sheffield Economic Research Paper Series (SERPS) offers a forum for the research output of the Department of Economics, University of Sheffield. Papers are reviewed for quality and presentation by ...
Sheffield Economic Research Paper Series
“There were classes all day and on Saturdays from 8 to 8 ... was laid off along with 24 others for one semester in 2013, he said. But he finds the current situation much worse, as he believes the cuts ...
CCSF layoffs may cut English as a Second Language in half, inciting virtual rally
For the first time, prominent Republican state senators are putting their support behind legislation in Pennsylvania to change the law to allow now-adult victims of child sexual abuse to sue their per ...
Lawmakers move closer to letting child sex abuse victims sue
Pallabi Ghosh, who along with her husband runs a general store-cum-tea stall in the district of Hooghly, is a strong supporter of Mamata Banerjee due to the state government’s women-centric schemes. | ...
Can Mamata Banerjee protect her formidable female votebank from getting splintered by Hindutva?
Hardik Pandya is an Indian cricketer who is considered as an all-rounder. He is a right-handed ... and he didn’t appear in the ninth standard examination and quit studies. He is just VIII ...
Hardik Pandya
Marita S. Teng, MD, is Associate Professor of Otolaryngology at Mount Sinai Hospital, New York, NY. Dr. Teng received her medical degree from Baylor College of Medicine, after which she completed ...
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Associate Professor of Otolaryngology
The World Health Organization says the two-finger virginity test — an invasive examination which involves ... banned the two-finger test in 2013 and Bangladesh followed suit in 2018.
Pakistan: Court bans intrusive rape test
Mr Finch said the couple had accumulated significant property over their 20-year marriage and all of Dalton’s ... Asked under cross-examination why Chardon needed three, Aguilor replied ...
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